
STEAM : "Art" in STEM at the FAC

As a Molecular Biology major and a Student Guide Facilitator at the 
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center at Colorado College (FAC), I am 
interested in the intersection of education, science, and the arts.  I 
pursued the Noyce Summer Fellowship at the FAC to explore different 
possibilities of STEAM in Museum Education. STEAM is an integrative 
educational approach that has gained attraction over the years for its 
emphasis on creativity ("A" for Arts”) in the STEM field. As a Noyce 
Fellow working alongside the Museum Education Team, I combined my 
experiences in the science and art disciplines to inform my design of 
the (A) STEAM Card, (B) Elsie Interactive, and (C) VoiCCes Project. All 
projects encourage students to make observations of their natural 
surrounding as artists and scientists.
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PROJECT B. ELSIE INTERACTIVE;   PROJECT C. VoiCCes 
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PROJECT A. STEAM CARD

LONG-TERM GOALS

1) Emphasize the value of arts education and creativity across disciplines, including STEM
2) Introduce multiple perspectives in looking at art and science
3) Using "Art" as an access point for welcoming students from different backgrounds into the field of STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics

MATH IN ART:

Use the grid model to calculate the area of Elsie 
Painting. Used Adobe Character Animator and Premier 
Pro to create a CC Tiger that narrates the math lesson

VoiCCes Project

Collected voices from CC students who are Science and 
Art majors to give their perspective on the perception of 
the colors of Elsie's dress. Perspectives ranged  from a 
Psychology, Physics, to an Artistic approach. Interpretive 
Scavenger Hunt also incorporates VoiCCes.

Portrait of Miss Elsie Palmer, or A Lady in White. John Singer Sargent. 82 X 53 in. FA 
1969.3.1

PURPOSE:

Use the elements and 
principles of art as a 
tool for students to 
describe their natural 
surrounding as both 
artists and scientists

Offers examples of 
how art and science 
overlaps in terms of 
making observations 
of our surroundings

For citations of works of art, please scan the 
QR Code "Poster Citation."
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